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(1) Rotational force transmitted from the main motor swings rocking shaft 1 through the crank shaft,

 connecting rod, and beating lever inside the oil bath gearing box.

(2) Sword 2, sley 3, and reed 4 on rocking shaft 1 beat up an inserted weft to the specified position.
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Nominal
 

reed
 

space

(cm)

Effective drawing-in width

Maximum Minimum

170

Nominal reed space –1.5 cm

Nominal reed space –60 cm

190

Nominal reed space –60 cm

(Nominal reed space –80 cm)

210

230

280

Value in ( ) is optional.

6.1.1
　

Nominal
 

Reed
 

Space
 

and
 

Drawing-in
 

Width

See the table below for the nominal reed space, and effective drawing-in width (maximum and minimum).
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6.1.2
　

Reed
 

Types

You should prepare reed since the delivered machine is not provided with reeds. The LWT810 model

 shortens the reed stroke for 2-color specifications, it is necessary to raise the reed curtain position to

 prevent interference with reeds when reeds with dimension H exceeding 90 mm are to be used. Note that

 reeds cannot be used if dimension H exceeds 102 mm.

Refer to Subsection 3.1.4 in “LWT810 Installation Guide” for the reed dimensions.
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NEVER reach out towards the moving range of

 reed 4 and sley 3 at full width, the space between

 temple cover 5 and reed 4, and right and left cutters.

6.1.3
　

Mounting
 

the
 

Reed

NOTE: When handling the reed, observe the following precautions:

(1) Unpacking (Corrugated cardboard box)

・Unpack the carton containing the reed on the workbench or the like.

(2) Drawing-in

・Draw warps in the center of dents to prevent the dents from becoming damaged.

・Take care not to damage or bend the dents with the warp threader.

(3) Transportation

・Cover the reed with cloth or corrugated cardboard to protect it from damage during transportation.

(4) Mounting

・Be sure to clean the reed holder before mounting it onto the sley.

・Check the dents for damage.

・When installing the temple, take care not to touch it against the dents.
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■ Installation procedure

(1) Bring the bottom surface of reed 1 into close

 contact with reed adjusting pin 5 of reed

 clamp 3, push the left end of reed fit with

 protector 7 (main reed) against dowel pin 4 of

 reed holder 2.

Reed adjusting pin 5 is installed in two places

 at the left and right of reed clamp 3 for

 R/S170, or in three places at the left, right,

 and center of the reed clamp 3 for R/S190 to

 280.

Bring reed 1 into close contact with reed

 adjusting pin 5 to prevent warping.

(2) Clamp reeds 1 by reed clamp 3, and tighten

 nuts 6 uniformly to fix reeds. For tightening,

 use the special torque wrench (No. 77105-

00016) and socket (No. 77104-13003) and

 tighten each nut to a torque of 10.8 to 14.7

 N·m (110 to 150 kgf·cm).

(3) If any reed 1 is damaged by contact with the

 yarn, turn reed adjusting pin 5 whose boss is

 made eccentric and adjusting the reed 1

 installed height. Align the punch marks on

 reed adjusting pins 5 on the right and left

 sides.

The reed may be raised up to 4.5 mm, and the

 shedding angle then is up to 23 degrees.

LWT810

reed stroke

Reed vertical height

(common to upper and lower)

Maximum shedding angle

Reed at lowermost position

 above punch mark

Reed up 4.5 mm 

below punch mark

72mm

78mm

75 mm

（88 mm）
24 degrees 23 degrees

82 mm（recommended）

（95 mm）
30 degrees 23 degrees

89 mm

（102 mm）
30 degrees 23 degrees

98 mm 30 degrees 23 degrees

90mm

89 mm（recommended）

（102 mm）
30 degrees 23 degrees

98 mm 30 degrees 23 degrees

* Refer to Subsection [3] "Reed Overview" of Section 3.1.4 "Reed Arrangement and Installation" in

 LWT810 Introduction Guide for details of the reed vertical height.

[1]
　

Fixing
 

the
 

Reed
 

with
 

Reed
 

Holder
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　 NOTE: When using the reed common to upper

 and lower, reed curtain 8 interferes

 with reed 1. Loosen LH and RH bolts 9

 and raise curtain 8 to a position not

 interfering with reed 1.

Tighten the bolts after adjustment.

In case of reeds common to upper and

 lower, note that increased water

 splashing to the rear side of the fabric

 increases de-sizing.

(1) Set the crank angle at 340° to 0°.

(2) Press the emergency stop button down until

 it locks itself and the machine.

(3) Move the LH selvage cutter to set clearance

 “b” between the right end of LH selvage

 cutter 6 and fancy blade of reed 4 to 0.5 to 1.0

 mm.

　

REFERENCE: 

　When the right-to-left adjustment in step

 (3) is finished, the distance between end of

 LH side frame 7 and the left end of the

 fancy blade should be approx. L=200 mm.

　　

[2]
　

Left-to-right
 

Adjustment
 

of
 

LH
 

Selvage
 

Cutter
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The reed stroke is set to the standard stroke

 (78 mm).

（mm）

Reed stroke 72, 78 90

Reed dimension H 82 89

（mm）

Thickness of channel T 4.8 6.0 8.0

Reed blade thickness t 2.2 2.2 2.8

・The reed clamp varies with the reed

 channel thickness. 

Use the reed clamp whose dimension

 matches the clamp channel thickness.

6.1.4
　

Outline
 

of
 

Reed

　

* Refer to Subsection [3] "Reed Overview" of

 Section 3.1.4 "Reed Arrangement and

 Installation" in LWT810 Introduction Guide for

 details of the reed.
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No. Procedure

Carry out the following adjustment without the warp.

1

Bring the punched mark on the reed protecting cam of the surface roller to the position illustrated

 below.

(At this time, be sure that the periphery of the punched mark on the cam is in contact with the cam

 roller.) Arrow view A

Adjust the position of the surface roller by pressing the following forward and reverse revolution

 switches for take-up on the [Operator] - [Weaving] - [Tension] screen.

Forward

 

revolution

Reverse

 

revolution

Refer to Section 3.2.2 "Operating Electronic-

control Take-up Motion with Function Panel"

 for details of the screen.

2
Check cams on both sides for the same phase and contact between cam roller ② and cam ① on

 both sides.

3
Place a level on top of the fell plate ⑧ and temple bar ⑤, and adjust the temple bar bracket ⑥ on

 the inner side for leveling, and tighten the bolt ⑦. -- View B

6.1.5
　

Reed
 

Protecting
 

Device

[1]
　

Outline

The reed protection device alleviates reed wear by moving the temple bar up and down using the cam

 provided at the end of the surface roller, thus varying the beat-up position of the reed.

[2]
　

Adjustment
 

of
 

Reed
 

Protecting
 

Device
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No. Part name

① Reed protecting cam

② Cam roller

③ Cam lever

④ Bolt

⑤ Temple bar

⑥ Temple bar bracket

⑦ Bolt

⑧ Fell plate

The front edge of the fell and the upper face of the

temple bar are 1 mm above the horizontal warp

line.
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